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IA. Summary

The major accomplishments of this ONR research are reported
in a series of five publications on "chemical fronts' associated

with upwelling systems, including 'cyclonic upwelling systems'

and *Jets* which originate in the coastal zone off Pt. Sur

California. Enclosed is a reprint of the final paper 'Chemicau

flux- mixed laver oanrainni 1U nhytoplankton blooms A&
u fronts An lb Calio na .coastal zone (Traganza at

al., 1987). This research began as a result of one of the first
satellite IR images of the California Current System. The image
revealed a surface thermal pattern of cyclonic eddies nearshore

which were similar to "nutrient cells" suggested by conventional

data from the California Cooperative Fisheries Investigations
(see satellite image in Traganza et al., 1980, *Satellite
Observations of a Nutrient Upwelling Off the Coast of
California"). Ultimately, from the close inverse correlation of
nutrients and temperature discovered by this ONR project,
satellite images were converted into nutrient maps. This was

reported in three invited talks to the Gordon Research Conference U W

on Chemical Oceanography in the U.S.A., the NATO Advanced W 0
Research Conference in Portugal, the International Union of -

Geodosy and Geophysics in West Germany and published in our paper ( M N

'Nutrient Mapping ...etc., Traganza et al.. (1983). . M
a ao
V U)

A number of at-sea experiments were conducted in this ONR - "D
" Q) - 0

project to investigate the significance of "chemical fronts' as 4J. 4

sites of chemical exchange and primary production. We learned to 0 3t

use satellite IR images to detect upwelling systems and to predict 0 r. 0
W *0 0

the subsurface chemical structure of fronts from the surface 0 .14
thermal pattern. We discovered 'surface jets' (giant plumes) and a)

distinctively structured eddy-like features which we named ( V $ 4

'cyclonic upwelling systems" (see Traganza at al., 1981, . M M
'Satellite Observations of a Cyclonic Upwelling System and Giant ' ,
Plume in the California Current' ). A nomenclature and a sequence . X 0'0

of evolution of upwelling frontal systems was developed (Traganza V w M

at al., 1985). A variety of upwelling systems were found to form 0 t1 :110
sharp thermal/chemical gradients or "fronts' where phytoplankton U 0.0

were often found to concentrate and persist. This validated W ' "1

satellite ocean color imagery* (Traganza at al., 1983). Following M W 0

our discovery of these frontal systems, three papers (Traganza et E 4
al., 1983, 198S and 1987) quantitatively described these systems
and offered a conceptual explanation of the frontal bloom

phenomenon. In the last of this series of papers three- or

dimensional mapping was used to relate subsurface structure to -
satellite imagery, and an atmospheric forcing model was applied &l
to analyze and predict the interaction of physical, chemical and 0
biological processes at upwelling fronts. Since some of these . 0
systems extend for hundreds of kilometers into the California
current and persist with prominent blooms, the process must be
considered in the mass balance of the California current system. ..

* The British National Space Agency, London, has just released a

publication on the commercial application of satellite ocean ,;1it" CoJcs e

color imagery featuring our image from the 1983 paper. tr

( "'Y
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Chemical flux, mixed layer entrainment and phytoplanklon blooms at
upwelling fronts in the California coastal zonte

Euw.-N D. TKAM.ANZA.*DoNAiI) G. RIDAIJU'o and Rol-ANDW. GARW141

(Rn erd 22 Ikcronher 1985: in. rerel fcoro 23 April 19Wh miuo qii 29 Fdbowori IYW%46

Ab1-Atm.phuru and to# tire pbh%ical wou tap ur li perwrit ;I %tine~d chermocal
lu% .t h1 Irtmi ttomrida0rw% oil rit~sI ug toln±%% In th, %tied.% till Pt Stir. (;oltouoni.

% %t.lrn ib a %irimp~ chemaiIoal tfoad ;I large. phloankitsn l-iton in It %urli.O. law..
lsuoareivwd it) thei Orinta Itoundaor% Nutrie~nt uptakeo. Irotm the, l.o,:rt o h% .opriankuwo. ranesoao
Orem li 15 It 21 *1M jNO N); '. i% endwe.d hie proin.ir% prtooniaoon rnicoaleuoowolet tho oht. ot
Ra~wd core an ainievhpbtkiot iorcen muoo.M. eitnti %lie%, drou..vs the rheo..o vniintofleni tt nuotrienit,
Oion, do-c.., U%.cws ruai te -muwod Ljer- ad1 .o.cst lie the Oiir t vate.0.. rangtiong lrOwoit 11 W
to 14, p%t VE ). It '.Rion ; .o oh %natto, haloieicc oit onuira.. cwehaon±. OirvoIc' . .o lot..rao C141-. ioll
coc~nt Oion the up-Aee.IIng %sutcvr tio the attac..ni nme.d liu..i I, ai~ov sioo~ot.d Ih,-o. ouio
in o .ss susiooiwd ih% aimiooplocri liveoong mtO% s.rl0in the chieitisii-liI.. rosi..etoo..
phtwo~plankton pigniento uthseh atirva~r altoong 1111V it%10J,oros IV 01~~l0i susieV1 sis Mo %fllo Moot Oil
frnt.ll %owsd mca cth oolo rnage, 40 ol h. ( .tlolotitrim c.tmosiao tton..

I %I R 0i)t: C I ON

E~iii it it studies (TR'I l .. 19801. 1991. 1983) combining stelitc and in.%ittt dta
demonstrated that Pt. Sur. California is an active upwellino! center %hich treucntI%
generate-,~ on upmullinr %%%tm" and occa%ionalI% %urtac: **et-. %hich ulxtcnd
hundred,, -if kiltmeter% into the Calitornia current s%ltm. It %a'. .tk %ho~~n. bitt without
cxplanation. that ph~toplankton concentrate along frontal boundarie% (%haorp thernmal
,ond chemical gradien1%) oif upueling systems. Our ohju ctiotc is to better under%tand thi%
phvnoomcnon owhich appr III t he icr% imprortant to primar% produciton in Ohl% ciot%tal
upucIling reg'ion and the California current (Tt%..% e al.. 1983. Sli1t%0%. 184).

Under condition% of s~ustained. strion.. northv~o%tourlv %incl%. cold %'alt uOtcro)P% at the
ca surtloce otf Pt. Sur %iith it strong~ frontal zone %othich is clcarI% %sble. in .atellit i .r

imaor% (Fig. 1). An occanic surface Li%uer on the scaward side oit the front io. rclati'ul%
%%arm. wIatitacd. and Ion% in biologicall .octi~ u element%. such ao. nitrogen and phoosphor-
ou%. The shoru~iard sigde i-. cold. %clI mixed. and relanttocl rich in theseu elcmcno
(7 if 1. 19NI). 19,S)). The nutrient-rich Aater which io. brought inito thu cuphottc
ifone in%horc of the up~toeIling front ma% mix horizontally aicroN the lurtace dounsit'. front

1), al. o n. toph INatuoral Stt %.i .olt.'rw State 1,~ ( ni d~.).prtoa t .troIS.o.l.Snocrsot%. .Sa~n Io.o'( A )-' PC2 .oood 'o..oor Ins,mmwioo

t ti. no Im boMorink c s.n. to' ..rsoo m0 ,. uthn %fssossorpo (ml *ooti , Rcintiooo.t ( anipoos I snit! ,t,

K11 10o-ilO k % A
t).p~rtoo co otS .... nootr.ipbuNo olI,.t%J~t. %.i.. hotothonltoo. C- \ 91441, 1. N. A
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into the %hallow saiard surface layer. AlternatelK. local sind stress% may deepen the
surface laser adjacent to the front and entrain nutrients %erticalls acro'ss the pycflKclifle
which slopes to the %urfacc at the. frontal boundary (G %Ruo~ini. 1977. Sii1ss and Giu-"..
19S4. Al) 55tu and G s ssii. 19M5J. Both possibilities are supported h% the observation
that it is there. just seaward of upsselling front,.. that the highest lcsels of chlorophyl

concentration% regular[% occur (MIi k-, ei al.. 1977. TR %t, %\/ % ei al.. 19,01).
Accordine ito Ki i i\ and Ciisii (19841 it is usualls assumed that nutrient gain hby the

surfaccer of coastal upsselling ae-ismainis controlvI, etc adhrznl
adsection. Hosseser. thcs also sho%% that in relatisel% shalo Ims aer regions. such as the
Mediterranean. %crtical tran-sport is induced (tin a time scale of' dai%-) b% atmospheric
lorcink! (ssind stress). Hence. there is reason to consider the affects of atmospheric
forcing on the surface laser ad'acent to the upsselling front. It is often presumed that
upsseIlint: area% are too complicated to be represented b% one-dimensional models used
in these other studies- Hotoeser. %%e hase found that one-dimensional models are usetul
becaiuse the structural relaionship of the upsselling front and adjacent nmixed layer (Fig.
I ) is %cr% persisent. and local ssiid -.tress apparentl% %%il (%erticall% ) erode the shallow%
thermocline at the surface densit tront.

Here. ssind-induced mixed Ia%'er deepening and nutrient entrainment by, the mixed
Liwr sserv determined h% ani eitnsion of G %RNs it n'% ( 1977) modc) Models of this t'.pe

it'hase prosen it) he useful ais shosn b% numerical predictions fromt field obsersations.
I Ki i\ and Ct)STI . 19N4). The model asumes horizontal homoe'eneit% for the entrain-
ment and turbulence pr~cesses,. and is in that sense one-dimensional. Hosseser. the
entrainment calculation is not dependent on temperature. dcnsit% or selocits being
ho ri/on tallk homogeneous. Also. adsection of non-homogeneou% %kater is considered
here in the balance of major processes which ma% affect nutrient exchange at an
ups;elligfront, such that. the obsersed rate oft chitnge of mean nutrient concentration in
the mixed La'.er. D.N.Di. is equal ito the sum of mixed laser nutrient entrainment.
biological uptake. ads cetion and atmospheric exchange of nutrients.

kit i\i and Ci %i (19,%W4) sugeit that nutrient entrainment \khich results from atmos-
pherie forcing cain be the min determinant for primarN production. IThese authors did
not obtain diata ito support this conclusion. Here, the Pt. Sur up~kellintg s%%tem ua%
mapped ito locate at ph% toplankton bloom and describe the boundar\ region in'% hich the
up\sellinL front and oceanic mixed lat~er are justaposed. To insestigmae nutrient enitrain-
ment h\ thN mixed laser, at time series of sertical profiles of' nutrients and temperature
%%ere obtained in the blootm and andjacent to the front for initializing the model.
Representatise measurements of primar\ production in the frontal bloom %ere com-
pared %k ith nutrient cnirtinnicrnt b\ the mixed laser as calculated b% the model. The

* result-, suge-es there is at coupling~ becteen nutrient entrainment and primar\ production.
But, from the balance of* major nutrient exchainge pr~cesses-. additional tiuses are
indicated to sustain the large ph~toplankton blooms Ahich are so prominent and
persistent along boundatries oif up~kelling sys~tems, in the California coastal upwelling
zone.

I 5~~11 tl )

Satellite ir. images of the eastern north Pacific %ere obtained from the tsOAA held
station at Redss od ('itS. ('alth rnia. to dtdcc upss llini! off Pt Stir. (a lifo rnia . and to

* localize the sampling areci before beginning the cruisec (Fig. I. A squilred spiral cruise
Ja

%1
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7 'bemical flux at upwclling Iflflt% 93

track (Fig. 2) was centered on the upwelling system. it sitit temperature measurements
were made continuously at 3 m while the ship transited thc cruise track until a maximum
area of 50 x 50 km was covered. This approach has proven to he the mos t effective way
to search for and map the surface thermal signature of the Pt. Sur upwelling system

* (TRAGANZA et al.. 1980). 1981. NO8). Underway measurement% of temperature. nitrate
and phosphate. and in vivo fluorescence were used to locate and map the distinctive
thermal and chemical front% and chlorophyll concentration% along the houndaries of the
system. The systemn was mapped on 22-23. 24-25 and 26t-27 July 1983. The tirt was the
511 x 91 km square. It was reduced hy leaving off the north-Aard III km leg and then
reduced further h) leaving off the seaward 10I km leg on the 2nd and 3rd mappings. Each
mapping was followed ltN three vertical stations in the region of the phytoplanklon bloo~m
adjacent to the front-three each on days 23. 26. and 27 Jul% 1903.

Infrared satellite imagqeryv

Six satellite passes were processed (Fig. I ): five from NOAA-7 (19 Julk. 22tXIZ: 201
JulK, 22INIZ: 22 July. 23(KIZ: 23 Julh. 2341(KZ: and 25 July. 221NIZ and one front NOAA-K
(20) July. IO?(IZ). Each pas% was radiometricall% calibrated for band.% 4 and 5 (00 3-11.3
and 11.5-12.5 pm. respectivelh). Earth location %it% corrected so that the error %kit no
more than 2 km. Each image was registered to a tixed grid with pisel dimnsnions- of
1.1 km. Both the coast and the HII) m bath~metrit: comiour viere reeilercd tot the %amc
grid. Images were enhanced to coser the 12-1h'C range of brightnc%% temiperature alo~ng
the central California coast at temperature steps oif (I.5-( si mi'rninnii oft temperatuire
structure and thermal fronts can hL seen relati~e tot station% An trno'plicrical1%
corrected sea surface temperature %a% not dcri~cd because spatial smoothing effects
from cloud screening and noise reduction would tend to) dttenuate the lcatures of Interest
and corrected sea surface temperature estimates are not essential tot this %tud%.

CRUISE TRACK

..... ... Monterey

22

3A3
2~23
a Pt Sur~ 

22
.s .... .

... .. ... .

.. . . . . . . . . .nderway Samrpling at 3m
XBr Stations 

A+ Verliical stations

Fig~ 2 Cruis.i trj-k JulI~ tys X BI si.ss I - Vi t ''.nd t N1 crt: ind udkki durin- inc"
sur,c%' of tcirrcr,oiturc nuiriients ind chtlirophol IIi m on 22-21~ 2.4 _- aiiif 2'. JulI\

rVcu~~u~~~ rlit.u siion, A~cii: usupicd ho"cr l % f ur'.:%' u, oimin pr..ii, it h, .ini, N

pat~rncir, ad rriniirN rodutio
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Temperature

Expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) were dropped every 101 km along the track to
* obtain 30 vertical profiles of temperature on the full square and 25 and 20 on the two

t succeeding squares. respectively. XBT profiles were used to reconstruct the three-
* dimensional thermal structure of the upwelling system (Fig. 3). fit sit. water temperature
* was sensed continuously by a thermistor located at 3 m in the ships's seawater intake and
* recorded on a strip chart recorder. The equipment was calibrated against thermometer
* readings. A three-dimensional (3-D) presentation of the 3 m isopleth was constructed

from seawater intake temperature along with chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations
(Fig. 4).

Chl~orophIll

In vivo fluorescence was measured continuously in the seawater after being pumped
from the intake. through a debubbler. and into a Turner Ill fluorometer. All fluores-
cence values were recorded continuously on a strip-chart recorder. Fluorescence was
calibrated against duplicate IMN ml samples of water which were taken every half-hour.

1::

at 23 ut 1 14S &- Jut, M

Fee 3 Time. %. ric. of three-.dimei.na thermali %iruclurt. oI coa%ia upwd1am..v i off Pi
Sur. California. 22'3 .24-25-nd 262 M av I11 mdi idua I therm dcpth caf, .are aiIIt h%.

a1 Ctonstant inti.na of 75 m

I.W
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96 E. D. TitA.As/A el 01,1. levels for the upper and lower part% of the shallott mixed layer. The %water samples were
inoculated Awith 250) pCi of H1" CO I an~d incubated for 24 h in 4-1 polycarbonate bottles.
The bottles had been wrapped with neutral density screen% to Properl) regulate light
penetration in a running seawater-coolcd deck-top, incubator. H"4 CO- Stocks and
incubation bottles were prepared using the clean technique% recommended h% FtT7AwT t11

4el al. (1982). Follo%%ing incubation, the labeled particulate material was. collected on

Whatman GF/F glass fiber filters and treated a% described b% Ri, oti ii (19K3[-
Datafor ir,,il Iaier nurrient et:ripient model

*The effect% of atmospheric forcing (wind stress, and solar radiation) oin mixed laser
deepening and vertical nutrient entrainment hs the mixed laser %ere estimated h% an
extension of Ossoi (19~77) model. The model emplos hourls obsersations oft
surface: %ind speed and direction, sea surface temperature. wet and dr% bulb air
temperature (dcs% point is calculated). and cloud cos~er. Profiles of nutrient% and

tcirmperature in the %ater column %ere used to initialize the model at each station

flit %MM I1

.AIDul lot iid hoer entrajnmett of nwru'nfs11

The upvsard nutrient entrainment flux. it'A(4t). into at mixed laser oif depth I is
dependent upon the turbulent entrainment velocmt. vi._ and the discont inu it% in nutrient
concentration. liN. across the entrainment zone:

Here :is positrie upward. and AX is positise if i.V /: is nec'atise atl -hi. the base of
an entrainine mixed laser. Thu,, tw~o factors are needed ito predict the entr.ainment flut,
the sertical profile of nutrient concentration. .X (). and the intensits oit the turbulent
nlisinv in the entrainment zone. The nutrient budget can be used to predict AN. or A
ma\ be specified front ohserisations.

The rate of entrainnrt is a function of the state of the mised laiser turbulence, and v,

such reqjuire,. a solution ito the turbulent kinetic energ' (TKE) equations jsee res iesss h\
Z11 1\i \ i j, (,r!1 ( 19)7,) and (1i~ooi lL14)1 F-or the problem at hand here. the

entrainiment s clot-it%.i is pro% ideJ V the entrainment h~ pot hesis of Gj 195 HI) I77)

i,=(K-)- E/(h-AR).

\s here f-, = it + i+ it is the total TKF. and A~R is the buosaines jump ,ieross the
stalel enitrainment tw, I his mo~del his been tested esessc~includinte independent
es aluations (N ~r.198i). 1he espremsor for m, is derised from IKE budect in the
entrainmntn ione. -h > :> --hI - 6 In this zone. the buos\,incs flus is assumed to beP
balanced h%, the conveenee of the sertical transport of TKL. This eolns rgcnce term is

modeled as, a function of the TKE components and the sertical distanc Oser which this
energp must be transported.

The \alue of AR depends, upon both temperature and .alint\ chancves at the bottom of
the mixed ldser. Afi = ug( 7-(-/1) - 1-(/r - 6)) - Sk( (-h f/ - 6)). where 6 is the
thickness of the entrainment zone. and u and 0 are the thermal and halinc espansion
contraction %tate coefficients. and g is gras, ON. The prognostic equatiofns for the \crticail
component of the IKE. , and the total TK.Eare determined b\ the serticalls
integrated IKE budget:

.4, 1

2.I
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0 - 81B'i4,(-h)f(2Ri*) - (Ct  +fli)E

Here u = (T/p) 2 with T the magnitude of the surface stress and p the water density. and

Ri' = AB/A,U + M&) is the bulk Richardson number. The quantities A6. Au and A
are the buoyanc% and velcic't% jumps between the mixcd layer (assumed well-mixed or
nearly homogeneous) and the level immediately below the mixed layer. z =-h - &.
These bulk TKE equations are solved algebraicaII%.

The mixed layer depth is dependent upon both the entrainment velocity. m,,.. and the
mean vertical -elocit at the base of the mixed layer. W(-h):

Wd: = - -h).

%er1,cal adiiection does not directis influence the entrainment rate. However. over a
priodx of time. Wf-h) %%ill change the meani profiles of buoylanc%. velocit%_ and nutrient
concentration For shorter period% of model integration. as in this case. "*(-h) maN be
neglected The peirmissible time period oser which such adiection can he reasonably
negcleced it, a function of the magnitude of the vertical selocit% and thie depth of the
m1%Cd l.aser (MI aI IFMeI at.. lyxl)

The mmkie requires. %pecification of the time-dependent wind stress. T. the CffCtie

%urt.,e buns ant.% fluxes (due ito net heat I'us. but corrected for absorption of shortwase S

raidiaition below the %urfWL ). and the initial conditions. Initial condition,, are required for
th, temperature. 71:1. the salinit. .S(:). and the nutrients. A ).If a' .iibble. initial
selttcit% prohiles arc desirable. When :fi:) and f1_z) are unobserised. hosseser. the
assumption i% made that the inil mixed laser current is determined b% the steady state
Ekmain transport This mas% be a source of inaccuracN in the computation of entrainment
on a time icals: shorter than a half-inertial period, hut sub~scquent predictions are
inscnsitis v ito the: inil %Avti,i conditions.

I herc art i "osa mo) rkdes of iouiionls to the abo% e system of equation%: an entraining
modt and J nori-tnitainie mode In the entrainine mode. the entrainment %elocit\.
A% > Di. and the mixed Laser A ill deepen if lif-h) is neglected. In this case there \%ill be
an up's ard tiu\ of nuitiritsprot ided the nutrient concentration heloss the las~er is greater
thain the contcrntration in the mixed li~er (A \ > (1). Should there be at losser coneen-
trtttaon oft nuicnts belt ass the laser. then entrainment \kill result in an apparent nepatis e
or doAt n~ ard fl tiu of nutrients% out of the mixed las er.

In the nttn-cnirainn mode. the intensits ofi the s ertical component of the TKE. it is '

ait, i it' io urporti entrainment, and it, = V In this case, the prognostic equation for .

dl, &i does not irrl\s Instead, a di.ignoctic \alue for at ness shallosser It is predicted bit the l
sitluti, if thi: tso TKE equation-. ahose. In anst case. ss ith it, = 0t. there is no
cntr~aamcnt flu\s tf nut rient,, into the mixed laser This sh~Alotkinge of the mixed laser in
respitnse it, rcJutg.d As id mixine and increised surface heaiting therefore ms cut off the
saturLC of1 nutriC1nts lot the mixed las er

Ihe- %.luc (if saitllite remote sensing is demonstrated in Fig I s'hich shosss a ness I
fonT I'2 upto ellint s s\tem oft Pt Sur, California The mosement and formi of small scale
tvt'aperaturv ,trus lure is eastis follotated as. the %%%tem deselops in apparent confoimi

% % % %
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ith bottom topoilph a-. indicated h% the 111111 m isobath Of importance he-re IS the
persistence of the upsuelling front (mix.ed liver bo~undars) relatise it) the svertical %iatiln
(shown a% 3 tic marks in the center of the image). Meas~urements were made at these
%tations ito initialize the model and thus estimate the effect% of atmospheric forcing on
nutrient entrainment h% the mixed layer. These station-. are numbered I.S. 2 and 2 5
(Fit!. 2). The rectaneke delineate% the full area of undlra .anakses (22-23. 24-25.
26-27) for temperature. nutrients and chloroIhl at 3 m. and hit AB rl %crticif profiles
of temperature. XBTs %%ere dropped Illr I0) km alone the tradk (Fig! -' at Stas 1-311 on
the ill x 501 km square. and at 1-2 ' and 1-20I on the succeeding 1%%o sjuaire

Fieure 3 is a time series of isotherms reconstructed from the \13T daia~ The slopesl of
the isotherms reseal the %erticai disergence at the coast with upwelling of 12-141- Ille
and d ssnssellin, oif Il-] [ ilcr The 3-D presentation gise-s in ewelelnt perspectise of
the thermal structure of a coastal upsselling %%stem and a ph%%ical hasis for ahterpreting
processes oit nutrient exchange at fronts. Additional obsious features are the thermal
front and small scale structure (domes And depressons) in the iso4therms The position of
the front and the structured region reseaked in the isoithermal hield are also) indicated in
the satellc im&e, (Fie. I ?and supprtecd b\ the distribution of surface temperature and
nutrients atl 3 rn ( Fig. 4).

Figure 4 present% a striking %ie%% ot a chemical front and adjacent ph~toplankton
bloom. The in\ crs correlation of nutrients with temperature implh that the 3-D field of
isothernis eoult! also represent nutrient isopleths. i c the nutrient field Aa%. in fact. ser%
similar it, the 3-D thermal held. The location ot the bloom is consistent With those oif
persistent plant pigment agg~regati on% along frontal boundaries seen in earlier in %Itfd
studies and h\ comparisons of i.r. imaves wlith cean color image% (Tx~(AI et al.

198. 1483) Although onl\ tw Nimbu%-7 CZCS s isible images (from 19 and 25 Jul\ 1983)
t \%ere as ailable at this time,. they support this obscrsation.

Ilntr-auag, pleoh' odl da

The da tfon sertical stations 1.5. 2 and 2 5. on 23 and 20S Jul%. are presented in
Fi,-. i. Data, from -- Jul% Acre used to initialize the mixed later entrinment mndl
Temperature profile,, %%ere used it) determine initial mc.an temperature and, opproximate
depth of the mised laser (the shallowAer dashed line) Nitrate pitiles mere used ito
determine the initial mein concentration of the mixed laser and the difference hct%%een
this nutrient conmenhiation and that of the li~er beneath Subsequent profiles were
computed as the% asouid esolse due ito atmospheic forcing (%%ind %tress and solar
raldiaition). The net effeci of %ustained A ind ,tre%% (Fig 1h) and solar radiation At Sta 2 5.
tor csamnple. %Is espcctcd to causc ain increasing enitainmnrt b% the mised laser
(Fiyg. 7). a deepening oif the mised la~er (the deeper dashed line in Fig 5), dccrein
mean temiperature. and inereasing! mean nutrient concentration reeisel\ this aj% borne
out atl St& 2'.5 %%hen it %a% re-sisied oin 26 Jul\ to obserse chincs in t hese parameters. It
is also interesting to see that there %%as an increase of chloroph%1ll-thc maximum
associated %ith the bottom of the mixed la~er (Fig 5) Thi% increase in chli'roph~ll is
consistent %ith the nutrient enrichment of the surface laser b% fluid entrinment although
a lateral cross-front exchange Also ma\ hawe plawed a role [atsthere is the possailiti,
that the station% %kcre not in the same Uatet mass on 23 and -'h Jul% From Figs 1. 3 and 4.
it appears that the front was in About the same location Aiih respect it, these stdtions
Hossmeser. Fig, 5 (and calculations beclo-A ) indicate %ome local ads ction of bth wdrmcr
and colder ssaters
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Nutrient exchange balance

The major processes which may have determined the dynamic balance of nutrient
exchange are summed in an equation such that the observed rate of change of nutrient
concentration in the mixed layer. dR/'dT. is the sum of:

nutrient + biological + vertical and horizontal + atmospheric
entrainment exchange advection exchange.

The observed dN/tdT. for example. the observed rate of change of mean nutrient
concentration of the mixed layer which deepened from I I to 32 m at Sta. 2.5. is
calculated from the vertical profiles in Fig. 5 as

dN/d T = (4.67 - 2.$2 pM NO;)/(63.3 h/24 h d- ) = (0.72 pM NO-3 d'.

Nutrient entrdinment is calculated to show what would happen to nitrate level% if there
were no biological eschange or advection and the atmospheric exchange was negligible.
For example. if the mixed layer deepened from I I to 32 m las predicted at Sta. 2.5 (Fig.
7)1 the change in the mean nitrate concentration of the mixed layer is computed as
folloppis.

dkfdt = (4.75-2.75 pM NO-3)/(63.3 h/24 h d-') =0.76 pM N0- d

Biological exchange is assumed to be nutrient uptake by marine phytoplankton which
constitute the high chlorophyll concentrations observed in the bloom. Nitrogen uptake

re etimated h) applying established relationships between growth rates measured by
carbon-14 uptake and thec ratko of phyvtoplankton carbon to nitrogen (GOI I)%iA\,. 19M().
The estimate (if this noncrnwratt~l term c4 computed from the expression for primar%
production. using data from 24 h cartxon-14 uptake experiments conducted on 241 Jul%
lw4S3 (Table 1). Ahcre (p1 is ph~toplanklon biomass in pg C I: V is specific growth rate

ihi,- I Ph tilajuiuJ spoJNth.i I, ,tlh. f, rhipt b,.,nu nd (ity) "I14

/mtu lill, i/lt top,,na 11,0011 #M Pt A.%a (a.dfne,' 4 . 24 JiI I'95,

Ii Cp Pcp Ak roauou'it Z

No d I I ' d 1i'~ i) (igg I 1 1) 11 In)

iseli 21) 11 h" 127 X;;1 6.; i I

3S 1146 31114 14(111

1 (lils 234 21 211(6 it)

lgt 2') 414.' , IM 72 1 61 49

2 5 f),s :h291 158

I i.pc lit Lrouth tl. 1 cabnhioma,'. "C( -Prt.Ju%:oi%- .Primar% rod~uc-



Tahlt' 2. Estimated ,ustrieng fluxr ha/wice udjuceni wn apt ispweini fripni (off pl. Sur,
Californsia. lY 19833

dJ/dT = nutrient + biological + adi'cction
Ston oernd critrainment exchange

No (3AM N0 d '3

1.5 -41 342 0I -41.15 -43.67

liehi 2.0 -41.63 +43.6 -1.12 -43.27

2.5 +11.72 +01.76 -1.66i +1.64

1.5 -41.812 11 -41.24 -4).581

lichl 2.11 -4).63= +01.66 -01.86 -41.4.1

2.5 1),.72= +R376 -2.39) +2.35

d \ d T k' the rate of chane haw d tin I he obw rsecd di ffe re nce in mi xed lave r mean
nitrate. concentration ht-teecn 2-3 in 26 July:. entrainmeni hy the mix.ed I.,'er i%
basecd on initializing an atinospheric fo)rcing model from data collected on 23 Jul%.
biological exchange i% it rcpreentine uptake rite h% ph% toplankton based on 2-1-h
carbon-14 prnmaTv production measurement% and a (C:N ratio or 7; adsection i%
oitjzoid h tht: afgehraiic %um. hut it ma'. include the effect of minor proccsses not

et',e>considered. e.g. '.snking. graizing and bacterill% mediated rcicling.

in d-': dCp/d/ = pCp =primary production: and nitrogen flux, dN/dT =I(p)(ClP)1l21/
(C/N). For example. at Sta. 2.5 (at the 50% light level) on 24 July 1983. d&/dT = (1),46/
day)(303.5 pg C [- )(l1 pM C/I 12jg CQ(I pM N/7 jiM C) = 1.66 pM N d- . and (at the
101111 light level) dN dT = (0.58/da\v)(346.5 pg C [-')(l1 pM C/I12 pg Q)(I pMl
N/7 VpM C) =2.39 pM N d-; average = 2.0 pM N d- . Advection was obtained bN the
algebraic sum (assuming atmospheric exchange was negligible).

The dynamic balance of nutrient exchange processes at Stas 1.5. 2. and 2.5 are
summarized in Table?2.

DISC (. S5ION

A Imosplu'ric forcing andI mixed Iaver-upwdeling sIstem? ieraclion

Time series satellite and in situ observations (Figs 1. 3 and 4) clearl\ sho'.s that a
thermal discontinuityr or front can be maintained between an upwclling svstemn and an
adjacent oceanic mixed layer on a time scale oif dass. The in s'int data also sho%% a
frequentl% observed association between phytoplankton and the sharp thermal and
chemical gradients of upielling fronts (TRAGANZA eI al.. 198 1, 19843)

To explain this frontal bloom phenomenon and the impact of up~elling circulation as. it
appears in satellite imagery (e.g. TRAG(A%ZA et al.. 19841. 19S1. NO8: TRA,.N/... 1984)

one cannot assume that nutrient input into the surface lasers is b) upwelling alone. Local
wind stress (Fig. 6) was sufficient to sustain the upwvelling. but also to entrain elementsI
from beneath the ver\ shallow mixed layer which slopes to the surface along the %eaward
side of the frontal boundary. The presence of a faontal mixed laver (Fig. 3) and d~narnic
atmospheric forcet; (wind and solar radiation) which control processcs of fluid entrain-
ment by the mixed layer strongl% suggest that nutrients are entrained b% this mechanism
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in the area adjacent to the seaward side of the front. Upwelling and downwelling of
the thermocline adds weight to this possibility in that they suggest convective turbulent
mixing by the surface layer adjacent to the front. internal waves could produce an
apparent up- and downwelling structure because the sampling time interval is not

ynpi.However. the persistence of specific upwAelling and downwelling structure
(domes and depressions) and the slope of individual isotherms over the I week time
interval of the three surveys argues that the structure is real.

Cheical fihax and pwnar prodauouam
From the satellite i.r. time series (Fig. M) fte same water mass appears to surround

Sta. 2.5 between 23 and 2_5 Jaalx. The front aftpearti to have maintained a relatisels
constant distance from Sta. 2.5 during this time. suggesting minimum ads ection of the'
water mass relative ito the station. Thus, this location should have been ideal for
measuring processes which ma% be involved in the dynamic halance oif nut rient fluxes at
the upwelling front.

When profiles from Sta. 2.5 on 23 and 2h Jul% arc compared (Fig. 5). the% sho-A
temporal changes in nutrients and tempevraturc of the mixed layer. The mean nutrient
concentration of the surface layer increased %%htie the mean temperature decreased and
the mixed Laver deepened. These obsersations suggest that mixing in the surtace laser
reaiched belos the thermoclinc to entrain colder more nutrient-rich %%iter. Strong %%ind-s
(Fig. 6) provided atmospheric forcing during the same time interval. (in contrast, at Sta.
1.5 no nutrient increase Aas predicted h% the model because there %%as an insufticten'
source of nutrients to entrain. see V-ips 5 and 7). At Slt. 2.5 a biological response %as
observed: the chlorophll maximum increased %harrl% and deepencd. presunial%
because of utilization of entrained nutrients atl the hase of the mixed laser and resistance
ito sinking at this interface.

At Sta. 2.5 biological uptake %a% fatcr than the suppl% b% entrainment (Table 2)1. but
there appears it) has e been ads ection of more nutrient-rich ssater into the area. This mas
include cross-front exchanee a% %%ell ats at chane of waiter mwss.

At Stits 1.5 and 2 biological nitrogen uptake %%a% taster than the %uppl% b% entrainment
(%%hich ranged from zero it, positive) but adsection %%it negatise. Adseccuion of kcs%
nutrient-rich %%atcr relatise to these tmo stations is it possihlc (and likeli ) explanalion.
i.e. those station-- occupied oin 2(1 Jul% ucre not in thc samne %saicr o~cupiedl on 23 Jul% .

Both nutrient entlrainment and biological uptake are independent nicasuienients bawd
on conclition% In the initial static of the uiter miass on 23 Juls 19$3 and therefore can stand
alone for direct 1-omparison The increase tit nitrogen uptake (as% determined b% priniar%
production mcaisurements) tromi Slt. 1.5 to 2 to 2.5 is positisel\ correl..ted ssith the
increase of nutrient entrainment b\ thc mixed lasecr (ltble 2). llosseser. the d~namic
balance Of alll term% suggests ads ection or at cross-trontal process mia\ be important at,
%%cll. Taken togethier. the data from Stas 1.5;. 21 and 2.5 shoss the increased uptake of
nutrients b\ ph~topl.inkton i% positiseI% correlated Ai~th the net of entlrainment and the
adsection (we. lig X1

Adsection wa not obtained independentl~ but b\ itleebraicall\ sumnming the obsersed
rate of changv of nutrient concentration (hetseen 23 and 2h~ Jul\ 1903 at the same
kocition). the ctiinment. and the biological term. It therefore could include processes.
%uch as grazing and sinking of ph~toiplankton. bacterialls mediated nutrient reeseling

* ~ "7
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Fit: 8 Ci'rrcairon of hiologicIl nutrient uptake. uith nutrient cntrwmcnefi and adwct'on into
the mixed l a..r.d..anl to .in up-Ailing front tiff Pt Sur, C.slifornia. 1993 Blioiog~aI uptaLe i%

hadon ciahon- 14 promar% produciion measurL'mcnt% and aC.N ralio (if 7

(POW RON. 1974; Wit t iAsis. 1981). NHJ: as an additional source to nitrogen uptake, and
the. affect of photoadaptation on the C:N ratio.

Not~iithtitanding po'-,sthk error inherent to flux balancing. this st udy shows that both
the chemnical flux and ph~toplankton growth rates are high. and that both nutrient
entrainment and cross-frontaiI mixing~ ma% be important determinants of primary produc-
tion at up%%elling fronos Traditionallii. thle cause of ph~toplankton blooms in regions of
up-Aelling has been attributed to a lack or lag of grazing by herbivores (CLSsic and
WAtS11. 1976'). Hoviieser. this bloo-m could have resulted from a continued supply of
nutrient% to sustin it even during grazing. Phytoplankton growth would have to be high
for the bloom% to persist at the observed chloroph~ll concentrations. Phytoplankton
grow~th rate%. at Sta. 2-5 increased from < I to nearly 2 cell divisions per da during the
course of the stiud% The bloom Nias sustained with these high growth rate% Primar%
production could he sustained even at loss ambient nutrient levels under steady Aind%.
The mechanism could he that of a quast-chemostai (TM AGAN? AC!a! . 19M) driven b% the
winds, with nutrients being mokr two le-., continuousIN supplied by upwielling and
entrained hy the~ muked lav'er or mixed iateraily across the front

A(Apoi- Icdvirminio-Thi% rcrch -Ai, funded t,% ther Ofhcc of %a% al Rewirch I ()c init. Chcmi'.tr% Program)
Wll 's Ouint: Sireel Arlinition S rp.ni.i 2"11 The auihor thinL MI S Rcti.n fior her Cnidirtahk
Cinihutio,'n in tht: held and Lihortmor% work I Sephain J H,'m.rd for programming~ th,: interactiiic 1hrec
dimensionalI DISPL A graphic, progr.tm D) [indcr and E Daijhir of Ihk %()-%, 1 10d *ition at Redtiid
( it% ( .iifornia R %%tl: NASA ANIFS Mlofli Fid ( Altnia aind R 8crn~tin St ASP.A(F in,
San DieoCgi'(lifinni.s for their crit.. .4 continhution. ito %jtcIIitc mdgijc pr.,:c%ini; anfd %I M Sicin for hi,
Contribution, in "Wc~it: image pr.~cwi ind dai reduction
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ID. Dots Report (Camara ready graphs available on request)

1. Infrared Satellite Images: Specifications and raw

images. 3-4. and 7-11 Nmy. 1964, NOAA-S AVHRR ..........

2. 3-0 subsurface variability of thermal structure in a
coastal upwolling system. Pt. Sur. California. as

represented by the 12 degree isotherm. 3 May 1904 ....

3. 3-0 chlorophyll distribution at 2.5 m in an upwolling

front Pt. Sur. California. 3. 7. 9-10, and 10-11

May, 1984 ............................................

4. 3-0 temperature distribution at 2.5 m in an upelling
front Pt. Sur. California. 3, 7-8, 9-9. 9-18. and

16-11 Nay. 1964 ......................................

S. 3-0 nitrate distribution at 2.5 M in an upwlling
front. Pt. Sur. California, 3 and 7 May, 1984 .....

6. 3-0 phosphate distrjbution at 2.S m in an upwelling
front Pt. Sur. California. 3. 7. and 11-12 Nay, 1984..

7. Temporature profiles at 3 stations adjacent to an

upwe;ling front. Pt. Sur . California. each sampled 3

times, 6. 16 and 11 May. 1904 ....................

8. Chlorophyll profiles at 3 stations adjacent to an
uptelling front. Pt. Sur. California. each sampled

3 times, B. 1 and 11 May. 1984 .................

9. Nitrate profiles at 3 stations adjacent to an

upwolling front, Pt. Sur. California. each Sampled

3 times. 8, I and 11 Nay, 1964 ................

10. Cross-shelf surface temperatures transacting an

uWpe:'ing front. Pt. Sur. California. 9. 16 and

I May . 1964 ...................................

11. Tempoeature cross-*ection in a upwelling front

Ft Sur, CaIfornia, 6, 10 mend I Nay, 1984 ....

IZ. Prime-, proauction.growth rats. biomass and

co'loroohyll at 3 stations transecting an upmelling
front. Pt. Sur, California, each sampled 3 times

9-9. 10-11 and i - 2. May, 1984 ................

':



IE. Photochemistry Proposal

(Submitted under separete cover.)



IF. Summpary of accomplishmtents and future possibilitie..



Summary of Accomplishment

Discovery of *Nutrient Cells*

A. Initial hypothesis; nutrients cells in CalCOFI data way be
coincident with cyclonic thermal features seen in NOAA satellite
IR images.

B. Nutrient cell hypothesis verified by underway sampling with

autoanalyzer (Traganza et al., 1980).

Discovery of "Chemical Fronts"

A. Chemical fronts are shown to be characteristic of upwelling systems
(Traganza et al., 1981).

B. Horizontal nitrate and phosphate gradients show excellent inverse
correlation with thermal fronts observed from satellites.

Discovery of "Cyclonic Upwelling Systems"

A. Satellite & shipboard data show cyclonic upwelling systems are
formed by interaction between California Current and Coastal
upwelling (Traganza et al., 1981).

B. Chemical fronts are found in cyclonic upwelling systems.

C. Series of cruises show upwelling systems recur and persist off
Pt. Sur.

D. Biochemical age (N:P ratio) of upwellng varies seasonally.

Conceptual Model Of Cyclonic Upwelling System Appeared on Cover of EOS

A. Conceptual model was selected from text of Coastal Upwelling for
cover of American Geophysical Union Publication, EOS (Traganza,
1981).

Discovery Of "Giant Plumes" Across The California Current

A. Chemical fronts are found in giant plumes which satellite shows
extending across the surface of the California Current (Traganza,
et al., 1981).

Chemical Mesoscale & Biological Patchiness Interrelated

A. Phytoplankton blooms are shown to be concentrated along chemical
fronts by underway fluorescence, chlorophyll, and adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) analysis (Traganza et al., 1981).

CZCS Chlorophyll Mapping Show Fronts Determine Regional Primary
Product ion
A. Satellite CZCS ocean color measurement verifies blooms are in

gradients (Traganza et al., 1983).
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B. CZCS indicated uleelltng frontal systams determine distribution of
primary producers and productivity in California Current & along
coastal boundary.

C. C-14 and GTP/ATP measurements indicate high rate of primary
production associated with chemical fronts; especially equatorward
of cyclonic systems.

Sea Surface Nutrient Maps Are Produced Fram Satellite ZR Images

A. Satellite ZR radiance is correlated with below surface (2.5.)
temperature field by algorithm for radiative transfer equation to
to produce corrected thermal image as 2.5m sea surface temperature
ma p.

B. Nutrients and temperature from sharpest gradients are correlated,
then

C. IR image is converted to nitrate and phosphate 2.5m sea surface
nutrient maps (SO - 5%) (Traganza et al., 1983).

D. Real time mesoscale chemical structure (chemical weather) of sea
surface is revealed and feasibiltity for prediction of mean
nutrient flux fron satellite derived nutrient maps is established.

E. Show initial concentrations of N and P in source water masses and
slope of nutrients vs. temperature vary seasonally; more is needed
to develop oceanic nutrient climatology model.

Natural Chemostat Is Proposed As Hypothetical Model Of Fronts

A. Hypothesis: chemical fronts regulate recycling rate of non-
conservative elements by phytoplankton; specific growth rate - f
(nutrient flux and light availability); a chemostat effect may
explain pronounced phytoplankton growth along frontal boundaries
(Traganza et al., 1981).

B. May 1983 experiment: Dr. Redalje measures specific growth rates of
phytoplankton in blooms concentrated along a front; underway C-14
uptake measurements are made to assess total bianass growth in
response to nutrient levels.

C. Light level is measured to determine if it is limiting on mixing
side of front vs. nutrient limited, stratified side.

D. Trial measureent of scalar irradiance field made form TOSS.

Subsurface Three Dimensional Mapping Is Related To Satellite Imagery

A. May 1982 experiment: towed seawater sampling system (TOSS) deep
maps nutrients, temperature, and chlorophyll at 15 & 25 m with
surface (2.5m) map; from XBTs related thermal structure is plotted
in three dimensions by conputer.
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B. Discovery of chlorophyll mxtmum associated with downwelling of the
mixed layer within an upwelllng system.

C. Sea surface thermal pattern seen as surface expression of mixed
layer topography in satellite imagery of upwellng region.
(Traganza, 1984).

Discover Chlorophyll Max. Assoc. With Downwelling In An Upwelllng System

A. May 1982 3-D mapping experiment discovers chlorophyll maximum
associated with downwelling (Traganza, 1984).

B. May 1983 experiment: Adopted Garwood's mixed layer model to
compare estimated "nutrient entrainment flux" with Redalje's C-14
specific growth rate measurements, and estimated non-conservative
nutrient uptake in the mixed layer to nutrient uptake calculated
fram C-14 uptake, bianass & C/N.

C. Pursue 3-0 approach to understanding and relating subsurface

ecosystem variability to satellite imagery.

Future Plans:

Light Maps To Relate Optical Properties To Chemical & Biological
Processes

A Scalar irradiance field will be measured from TOSS to produce
K-maps which will relate light as well as nutrient flux to
chemostat and nutrient entrainment models.

B. Vertical profiles will be used to set TOSS at one attenuation
length; the depth within which most of the CZCS signal originates.

C. Alternately, TOSS may be used as an isolume follower to map

chl orop hyl l.

D. TOSS II in concept stage for 3-D.

Measurements Of Other Systems

A. Plan canparison of anticyclonic vs cyclonic systems; see image from
31 January; biogeochemical transport mechanisms may be different.

B. Plan to investigate a recurrent, large eddy in the California
Current which appears to interact with coastal upwelling to form
recurrent frontal systems in the central California oceanographic
regime.

C. Plan "experiments of opportunity" in other ocean regions where
frontal systems are known. (First one with NOSC, Al Zirino's group
in Mediterranean, Mar 30 to April 20, 1984)
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Biogeochemical Cycle

A. Identify dominant primary producer and primary consumer species.

B. Determine phytoplankton C:N:P covariance vs. max growth rate.

C. Determine dissolved C:N:P covariance vs. phytoplankton C:N:P
cova ri ance.

D. Isotopic fractionation vs. growth rate: C13/C12; N15/N14;
determine N recycling in surface layer vs. upwelling N.

E. Test satellite remote analysis of pH and alkalinity to bring C02
system and nutrient cycle into one unifying biochemical model.

Ocean Prediction

A. Test satellite prediction of ocean nutrients from temperature;
approach: monitor seasonal thermal structure with AXBT flights and
correlate with nutrients when ship data are available; use
periodical ly updated seasonal climatological water mass model for
nutrient prediction from satellites.

B. Couple biogeochemical model to nutrient prediction model for
predicting biomass from satellites.

Joint Experiments: Bioluminescence: Isotope Biogeochemistry: Trace
Metals: C02

A. Bioluminescence experiment with Bill Hemhill USGS & Richard
Lynch NRL off California in July, 1983.

B. Isotope biogeochemistry experiment with Greg Rau,
NASA-AMES.

C. Trace metal-nutrient cycle-C02 system study in the Peruvian
upwelling area; in talking stage with Dana Kestor, URI; 1/84.

D. Zooplankton in fronts; sea trials with Valerie Loeb, MLML; March
1983.

E. Colaboration with Jim Mueller, NPS; a possibility for summer and
fall 1983.

TOSS III

A. Plans are laid for a 3-port variable depth, transportable (go
anywhere), towed seawater sampling & analysis system.

Remote Chemistry

A. Remote chemical analysis from shipboard is an exciting new
possibility which could advance chemical oceanography; more will
be said in the future.
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16. Sample of Citations in Science Citation Index
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II. INDEX OF TECHNICAL REPORTS

Van Leer. J.C. and E.D. Traganza (1983). Towed Underway Sampling
System Test and Recommendationso Naval Postgraduate School.
Monterey, California (unpublished manuscript).

Traganze, E.D. (1979). The use of temperature and color in
satellite detection of ocean fronts and eddies for ASW
applications: A summary of selected literature condensed and
edited by the author. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
93943, Tech. Rpt. (NPS-EB-79-008), S8 pp.

III. INDEX OF PUBLICATIONS

Pperg in refereed Journa15

Traganza, E.D., D.G. Redalje and R.W. Garwood (1987). Chemical
flux, mixed layer entrainment and phytoplankton blooms at
upuelling fronts in the California coastal zone Continental Shelf
Research 7(1):89-105.

Traganze, E.D. (198S). Application of Satellites to Chemical
Oceanography. In: Mapping Strategies in Chemical Oceanography.
Zirino, A. (ed.), American ia Society Washington, D.C.

Traganza, E.D., V.M. Silva, D.J. Austin, W.L. Hanson, and S.H.
Bronsink (1983). Nutrient Mapping and Recurrence of Coastal
Upwelling Centers by Satellite Remote Sensing: Its Implication
to Primary Production and the Sediment Record. In: Coastal
Upwelling: Its Sediment Record. Suess, E., Thiede, J. (eds.),
enu Press, New York, pp. 61-83.

Traganza, E.D., J.C. Conrad, and L.C. Breaker (1981). Satellite
observations of a "cyclonic upwelling system" and "giant plume"
in the California Current. In: Coastal Upwelling. Richards,
R.A. (ed.), Aerican Geophysical Union, Washington, D.C., pp.
228-241.

Traganza, E.D., D.A. Nestor and A.K. McDonald (1980). Satellite
observations of a nutrient upelling off the coast of California.
Journal at G Research 11:4101-410S.
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Published Ata

(excepting invited talks and poster papers given below)

Traganza, E.D., D.G. RedalJe, N.J. Began and R.W. Garwood (1984).

Dynamics and chemistry of chlorophyll blooms at upwelling fronts.
EOS, Transactions, American GeoIhJ.iu Union f5(4S):958.

lraganza, E.D., 0.G. RedalJe and N.J. Began (1984). A new view of

coastal upwelling ecosystems from satellite IR images and a 3-

dimensional approach to in s,& sampling and analysis. EOS,
Transactions, American ohy j UU j LUnion, Jan. 23-27. New Orleans,
510-07.

Redalje, DG., E.D. Traganza and .J. Began (1984). Phytoplankton
growth rates and biomass for populations associated with chemical

fronts in the California coastal upwelling zone. EOS Transac-
tions,American Gsi z . Union, Jan. 23-27, New Orleans, 520- 05.

Traganza, E.D. (1981). Satellite and in "i.u studies of upwelling
frontal systems in the California current. In: Proceedings of
the National Research Council Symposium and Workshop on Water
Sampling While Underway. Feb. 11-12, 1981. National Academ of
Sciences Press.

Traganza, E.D., W.E. Hanson, S.H. Bronsink, and D.M. Austin
(1980). Satellite inferences, GTP-microplankton productivity and

chemodynamic effects of upwelling systems off Pt. Sur, California.
EOS Transaction, American G Union jL(46):1013.

Traganza, E.D., J.C. Conrad (1980). Satellite and In iiu
observations of nutrient upwelling and microplankton biomass in
the California current system. In: IDOE International Symposium
on Coastal Upwelling." Feb. 4-8, 1980, USC, Los Angeles,
Californiai AGU, AMS, ASLO, NSF.

Traganza, E.D. (1980). Satellite and synoptic studies of the Pt.

Sur cyclonic upwelling system. IN: Proceedings of the 27th
Annual Eastern Pacific Oceanic Conference. October 8-10, 1980,
UCLA Conference Center, Lake Arrowhead, California.



Poster Papers

Traganza, E.D. Satellite Observations of a Nutrient Upwelltn, off the Coast
of California; Canadian Institute of Chemistry Conference on Marine
Chemistry into the Eighties; University of Victoria, B.C., Canada, 1979.

Traganza, E.D. Chemical Fronts in the California Current; Gordon Research
Conference on Chemical Oceanography, January 28 - February 1, 1980, Santa
Barbara, California, 1980.

Traganza, E.D. Satellite Mapping of Nutrients off the Central California
Coast and 3-Dimensional Relationships of Biomass in the Surface Layer;
EOS Transactions; American Geophysical Union, 63(45), 1982, p. 956.

Cove rs

Traganza, E.D. Conceptual Model of a Cyclonic Upwelling System; Cover of EOS
Transactions; American Geophysical Union, 62(36), 1981, September 8.

Master's Theses

Nestor, D.A., M.S. Thesis, A Study of the Relationship Between Oceanic
Chemical Mesoscale and Sea Surface Temperature as Detected by Satellite
IR Imagery; Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, 1979.

Conrad, J.C., M.S. Thesis, Relationship Between Sea Surface Temperature and
Nutrients in Satellite Detected Oceanic Fronts; Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, 1980.

Johnson, J.E., M.S. Thesis, Subsurface Dynamical Properities of Variable
Features Seen in Satellite IR Imagery off Point Sur, California and Their
Acoustic Significance; Naval Postgraduate School, California, 1980.

Bronsink, S.H., M.S. Thesis, Microplankton ATP-biomass and GTP-productivity
Associated with Upwelling off Point Sur, California; Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, 1980.

Hanson, W.E., M.S. Thesis, Nutrient Study of Mesoscale Thermal Features off
Point Sur, California; Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
1980.

Phoebus, R.W., M.S. Thesis, Distribution of Chlorophyll Biomass in Chemical
Mesoscale Features Detected by IR Satellite Imagery; Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, 1981.
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Jori, C.D., M.S. Thesis, Estimating the Distribution and Production of
Microplankton in a coastal Upwelling Front, from the (ellular Content of
Guanosine-5'-triphosphate and Adenosine-5'-triphosphate; Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, 1981.

Silva, V.M., M.S. Thesis, Themal Calibration of Satellite Infrared Images
and Correlation with Sea Surface Nutrient Distributior; Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, 1981.

Howard, S.J., M.S. Thesis, Subsurface Thermal and Bio-Chemical Structure of
Fronts Inferred from Satellite Infrared Imagery; Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California (in progress).

8. Invited Talks

Traganza, E.D. The Use of Satellite Infrared Imagery for Investigating
Nutrient Fronts in the Ocean; Gordon Research Conference on Chemical
Oceanography, Plymouth, N.H.; announcement in Science 1981, 211, no.
4487.

Traganza, E.D. Nutrient Distribution and Recurrence of Upwelling Centers by
Satellite Remote Sensing; NATO Advanced Research Institute Abstracts,
Villamoura/Algarve, Portugal, 1981.

Traganza, E.D. Application of Satellite Radiometry to Study of Chemical
Fronts; listing in program, 185th National Meeting American Chemical
Society, Seattle, Washington, 1983, no. 166, p.40.

Traganza, E.D. Satellite and Synoptic Studies of Chemical Fronts; NOAA-AfiOL,
Key Biscayne Florida, 1981.

Traganza, E.D. Satellite and Synoptic Studies of Chemical Fronts in the
California Current and Coastal Upwelling Zone, NRL, Washington, D.C.,
1981.

Traganza, E.D. CZCS Imagery and Chemical Fronts in the California Current;
NASA-AMES, Moffett Field, California, 1982.

N
Traganza, E.D. Chemical Fronts: Remote Analysis Fran Satellites; in

symposium "Oceanographic Advances from New Technologies"; International
Association for the Physical Sciences of the Ocean of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, Hamburg, Germany, 1983.

Traganza, E.D. Chemical Fronts: Relation to Phytoplankton Biomass and
Productivity; Marine Plankton and Productivity Symposium, European
Society for Comparative Physiology and Biochemistry, 5th Conference and
General Assembly; Taornina, Sicily, 1983.

Traganza, E.D. Chemical Fronts: NORDA workshop on "Chemical Varialbility in
Ocean Frontal Areas", NSTL Station MS, 1983.
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